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Abstract

It is suggested that the first and second generations of quarks and leptons can be

taken as almost and quasi Nambu-Goldstone fertnions, respectively. As a result,

derived are simple relations such as m =(m3/m ( r)
1/2, which are well satisfied

experimentally.
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Recently, it has been often emphasized that the heaviness of the top quark is hard

to understand by saying, "Why is the top quark so heavy?". However, in composite

models1' in which not only quarks and lepions but also weak bosons as well as Higgs

scalars are composite or in bootstrap symmetry breaking d la Nambu, it seems

natural that quarks and leptons are as heavy as weak bosons and Higgs scalars. In

fact, in 1980, one of the present authors (H.T.)3) predicted the masses of the top

quark and Higgs scalar as

w= 131GeVformH, = 80GeV, (1)

mtl = 2m, s 261 GeV, (2)

from the sum rules for quark and lepton masses derived earlier in our unified

composite model of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (N-J-L) type, where the Higgs scalar

can be taken almost as a composite of the top-antitop pair. More recently, similar

predictions have been made by many authors in a similar picture where the Higgs

scalar is a composite of (he top-antitop pair. (All the recent analyses of the constraints

on mt from the experimental data on mw , mz and the neutral currents (and muon

lifetime) ' strongly indicate that the old prediction of w,= 131 GeV is roughly correct.

It is even more remarkable that the more recent analyses of the CDF candidate event

for top-antitop production J have suggested m,s 131 (+ ) GeV, which just coincides

with the prediction. Does this already indicate that our unified composite model of the

N-J-L type correctly describes the nature and dynamics of quarks and leptons?) In

these pictures, the top quark is the only one of quarks and leptons that is reasonably

heavy, and all the other quarks and leptons are abnormally light. Therefore, the

8)
question is, instead, "Why are they so light?". Very lately, Nambu has proposed a



new mechanism for splitting the mass of the top quark and those of all the other

quarks and leptons by minimizing the vacuum energy, which may be called

"spontaneous breakdown of quark and lepton democracy".

In composite models of quarks and leptons, the problem of "Why are the quark

and lepton masses so small compared to the compositeness mass scale (A which is

presumably larger than 100 GeV)" is rather old and has been extensively discussed in

the literature. There are the following three solutions proposed so far: quarks and

leptons are (1) almost chiral fermions,9) (2) almost Nambu-Goldstone (N-G)

fermions1 or (3) quasi N-G fermions. The latter two pictures may not be

independent since quarks and lepcons are taken as almost massless N-G fe mi ions due

to spontaneous breakdown of (approximate) supersymmetry (SUSY) in (2) and as

almost massless superpanners of N-G bosons due to spontaneous breakdown of

(approximate) flavor-color global symmetry in (3). In our previous paper,12> we have

derived the mass formulas for quarks and leptons as either almost N-G fermions or

quasi N-G fermions from the partially conserved induced supercurrcnt (PCIS)

hypothesis. We have also shown that the sum rule of '

m»2=my-ml>\ (3)

holds if the first generation of quarks and leptons can be taken as almost N-G

fermions. It is remarkable that this sum rule is well satisfied by the experimental value

of mt and the estimates of mu and ntj. In fact, for me=0.5l 1 GeV, mu=4.5+1.4 MeV

andmlj=7.9±2A MeV,14) the left hand side of Eq.(3) is 0.71 MeV1/2 while the right-

hand side is 0.70±0.22 MeV1' . Of course, since the estimation of the current quark

masses for the first generation is ambiguous, this might indicate a mere coincidence.
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However, if it is taken seriously (as by us), it may indicate that the first generation of

quarks and leptons are close to the almost N-G fermions. In this paper, we shall

further suggest that the first and second generation of quarks and leptons can be taken

as almost and quasi N-G fermions, respectively, and derive simple relations such as

ma(m*Jme)
in, (4)

which are well satisfied experimentally.

Suppose there exist n sets of N=l supermultiplets <P~(<Pi, £,) (/=!,...,n) which

represent subquarks, the constituents of quarks and leptons, whose masses are (piy

M,). Let Y=(X, £ C t ) r be the four-component spinor and T)=<i>L+(pc*R be the

corresponding scalar, where L=(l-ys)/2 and /?=(l+ys)/2. Then, the induced

supercurrents are given by

^=( , r j t y y^-tfy M)A4 ^ " ( H f f / * > ) . (5)

where (A/);- =MSij and XA (A=l,...,n ) are the nxn matrices for U(n) flavor-color

symmetry. The PC1S hypothesis introduced in Ref.12 will be revised in the following

way: The induced supercurrents consist of three parts as

SA=SAW+SA(.2)+SAV) ( 6 )

U P C f

In terms of subquark fields, these parts probably behave as

s ^ Y M V > s l V , s n T Xdy, ( 7 )

and they are dominated by the first, second and third generation of quarks and

leptons, ff (/=1,2,3), as



where Fs are the "decay constants" of quarks and leptons. (It seems reasonable that

/•' ' behaves as a quasi N-G fermion since its superpartner, the N-G boson (bA),

dominates Ihe flavor-color current (JA ) as JA =iF. d bA according to the partially

conserved flavor-color current hypothesis, where Fb is the "decay constant" of bA.)

The PCIS relations now become

where m's are the fermion masses. It should be noted that the automatic vanishing of

d^s is closely related to the non-suppression of m ,„ . Namely, the masses of the
" JA

third generation of quarks and leptons as ordinary composite fermions are of the order

of the compositeness mass scale A.

It is straightforward to derive the following mass formula from the PCIS

relations (9) by repeating the same procedure as in Ref. 12:

f, =F^(MrMj)(Mj«pf^,.>0+Mi<*f*.>0) (/= 1,2), (10)

for the first and second generations of quarks and leptons specified by f^=ff^ for

&At)~4>j that behaves as fijL~^f VJL+(Vff)L4>j andf^-^^^Hy/f)^.

This mass formula indicates that the masses of the first and second generations of

quarks and leptons become of the orders of M /A and M, respectively if both the

"decay constants" Fs and the vacuum expectation values <$f$ (.>0 are determined

by the compositeness mass scale A as F~A and <0 'r 0 (. >Q -A 2:

(.>0

r 0 (. >Q -A 2:

m ,„ -M3/A2, m~ -M (and m „ ~A). (11)

For M«A, this estimation not only explains why the masses of the first and

second generations of quarks and leptons are so small compared to the compositeness



mass scale but also produces the gross structure in the mass hierarchy of three

generations of quarks and leptons, i.e. m ,„ «m.n «mj3). Furthermore, it suggests

the following simple relations among the masses of three generations of quarks and

leptons:

m M ~ (mA» IIKM ) (12)

More explicitly, they arc

mT-(w3/me)
1/2=1520MeVform /1= 105.7 MeV. (13)

= 1.35±O.O5 GeV.14> (14)

mb~{m] /md)"2 =0.69 GeV for ms = 155+50 MeV,14> (15)

which should be compared to the experimental value of mT=1784 MeV, our prediction

of m,=131 GeV and the estimate of m6=5.3±0.1~5.9±0.1 GeV.14) These relations

seem to be well satisfied experimentally as far as the orders of magnitude are

concerned. Especially, it seems remarkable that the relation for the charged leptons is

too well satisfied with the coefficient very close to unity. What does this mean? Is it

mere accidental? To answer this, we must find a dynamical model in which all the

masses of an almost N-G fermion, a quasi N-G fermion and an ordinary composite

fermion can be calculated in a consistent way.

The simplest toy model for composite fermions is the one in which there exist a

spinor constituent w and a scalar constituent C whose dynamics is described by the

Lagrangian:

L=^\iJ-M)w+cfd'dfp-MlCsC+gwwC*C, (16)

where M is the constituent mass and g is the coupling constant. It can be easily found



that this model produces a spinor bound state which consists of w and C and whose

mass approaches to 2M in the strong coupling limit of g-»°». This composite fermion

simulates a quasi N-G fermions whose mass is of the order of M. However, the

model does not seem to produce any other composite fermions simulating either an

almost N-G fermion (the mass-M3M2) or an ordinary composite one (the mass~/l).

A further effort is needed for finding a more realistic dynamical composite model in

which an almost N-G fermion, a quasi N-G fermion and an ordinary composite

fermion can be all explicitly realized.
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on the CDF candidate event for top-antitop production and Professor K. Akama for

useful discussions.
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